System Diagram ~ Oracle Acts

Projection Mapping onto life size
balloons with live dancing talent
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Madmapper video mapping software with video
cueing system and interactive video content set to
portrait view. Video content is masked and
inverted to map the video content onto the
balloons.

Interactive MAXMsp patches with Syphon output to Madmapper

Technical Description:
This project has met with many challenges in the set up of the projection
surface to fit the portrait broadcast of Instagram. I built two interactive
patches in MAX Msp, one which responds to audio and the second which
responds to motion detection through Kinect Xbox 360. These two
interactive patches are included in the video cueing system with
Madmapper video mapping software. Each video is rotated on its side
to match the projector rotation in order to get the proper throw of light
to fulfill the vertical projection of portrait style broadcast through
Instagram.
I setup the stage with pumping up 4 balloons and then pulling back the
projector rotated on its side to a distance where it covered the entire
scope of the balloons. Then through Madmapper, I selected a mask
where I began to draw points around the balloons to create a mask for
video content. I then inverted the mask and the video then appeared on
the balloons. Then I selected through the video cueing system which
scene I want to display and ‘viola’ the balloons are illuminated with video
content I prepared for Oracle Acts Instagram Broadcast.
We set up lighting near the phone, with the phone on a tripod so you
could see the whole stage with balloons and a dancing Oracle. Music
accompanied the performance during the live show broadcast.
Software: MAXMsp, and Madmapper , Final Cut Pro X
Hardware: Panasonic Projector, Kinect Xbox360, 4 life size
balloons, electric air pump, mobile device and tripods,
MacBook air, lighting and tripods, costuming.

